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	A six-step plan for driving a wedge between the competition and the customer


	For sales people, convincing a potential customer to choose them over the competition is no easy task, and especially when the competition already has the account. Finally, How to Get Your Competition Fired shows readers a proven system for breaking the relationship between the competition and the customer. Randy Schwantz's method, The Wedge(r), includes a six-step plan that drives a "wedge" between the competition and the customer. He shows how to reveal the competition's shortcomings without seeming to, letting prospects decide independently to dump their current provider, exclude other competitors and, finally, switch to the salesperson's product or service. Offering real tactics, not just theory, this is the only sales strategy that really works to break the relationship between customers and the competition and bring in more business, faster than ever.

	Randy Schwantz (Dallas, TX) is a leading authority and expert on the sales process. A highly successful sales professional, he is a nationally respected sales trainer, author, sales coach, consultant, and public speaker. Randy is President and CEO of The Wedge Group, whose clients include Fortune 500 companies as well as small businesses.
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Word 2010Visual, 2010

	Learn to use Microsoft Word 2010 the easy, visual way


	Word is the most popular application in the Microsoft Office suite, and Word 2010 has some exciting new features. If you learn best when you can see how something is done, you'll find the step-by-step instructions and full-color screen shots make it quick and easy to learn...
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Beginning Ajax with PHP: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
Ajax  breathes new life into web applications by transparently communicating and manipulating data in conjunction with a server-based technology. Of all the server-based technologies capable of working in conjunction with Ajax, perhaps none are more suitable than PHP, the world's most popular scripting language.

Beginning Ajax with...
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Java 2 Developer Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram CX-310-252A and CX-310-027)Que, 2003
The Exam Cram Method of study focuses on exactly what you need to get certified now. In this book you'll learn how to:

	
    Prepare for the Java 2 Developer essay exam

    
	
    Design, program, and submit the exam's...
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Migrating to Windows PhoneApress, 2011

	This book offers everything you'll need to upgrade your existing programming knowledge and begin to develop applications for the Windows Phone. It focuses on the 75 percent of the material that you will need 95 percent of the time. We're not going to teach you object-oriented programming (OOP) all over again, but we are going to take...
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CoffeeScript Programming with jQuery, Rails, and Node.jsPackt Publishing, 2012

	CoffeeScript is a young but popular language that makes web programming fun and more productive. It compiles to JavaScript and unleashes its powerful features while not straying too far from the language. It's become one of the most popular languages on Github and is being used for both browser and server side programming.

...
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Positive Organizational Scholarship: Foundations of a New DisciplineBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2003
Positive Organizational Scholarship is a path-breaking scholarly volume exploring the dynamics in organizations that lead to extraordinary individual and organizational performance.

Just as positive psychology focuses on exploring optimal individual psychological states rather than pathological ones, Positive Organizational...
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